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Disclaimer: The views presented in this work are solely the 
responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
represent the views of the FDA/HHS, PCORI, or the U.S. 
Government.
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FDA approvals of AI/ML-Enabled Medical Devices

Source: https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/software-medical-device-samd/artificial-intelligence-and-machine-
learning-aiml-enabled-medical-devices
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Post-market surveillance/
reporting systems
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Good Machine 
Learning Practice 
for Medical Device 
Development: 
Guiding Principles 
(FDA 2021) 

“Deployed Models Are 
Monitored for Performance 
and Re-training Risks are 
Managed”

The regulatory landscape
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The regulatory landscape

“Automated systems should 
have ongoing monitoring 
procedures… in place to 
ensure that their performance 
does not fall below an 
acceptable level over time, 
based on changing real-world 
conditions or deployment 
contexts, post-deployment 
modification, or unexpected 
conditions.”
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What’s so hard about monitoring?
• A common proposal is to monitor the same metrics used for initial model approval. 

However, model monitoring is not simply model evaluation.


• Consider a model that was initially approved based on its negative and positive 
predictive values (NPV/PPV). We could try to monitor based on:

• Option —: the same metrics of NPV/PPV 

• Option —: strong calibration

The goal of model 
monitoring is detect 
performance decay as 
quickly as possible, so to 
minimize the number of 
individuals exposed to a 
defective product.

}Q1: What is the monitoring criterion?
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What’s so hard about monitoring?
Q2: What data should we 
analyze/collect? 
Q3: What assumptions are 
required?

Diagnostic 
algorithm Verification 

bias

Clinical risk 
prediction algorithm Interfering medical 

interventions (IMI)

Observational data: Easy to collect, but 
exhibits many potential sources of bias. ML 
algorithm itself may be a major source of bias.


Interventional data: Harder to collect, but can 
explicitly eliminate biases.

}
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How can we answer the many design questions, e.g. 
Q1: What is the monitoring criterion? 
Q2: What data should we analyze/collect? 
Q3: What assumptions are required? 

Our workshop paper takes the first steps towards 
building out a post-market monitoring framework 
that brings together tools from causal inference and 

statistical process control.
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A systematic framework is needed



A postmarket monitoring framework
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1. Define potential monitoring criteria

3. Describe candidate monitoring strategies

2. Enumerate sources of bias and define the causal model

4. Compare the pros and cons of candidate strategies

Case study: Risk 
prediction algorithm
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Criterion 1: NPV/PPV levels are maintained

H0:{Pr(Yt(a) = 1 | ̂yt(Xt) = 1) ≥ ca1

Pr(Yt(a) = 0 | ̂yt(Xt) = 0) ≥ ca0

Criterion 2: NPV/PPV levels within subgroups are maintained
Criterion 3: Strong calibration is maintained

1. Define potential monitoring criteria

3. Describe candidate monitoring strategies

2. Enumerate sources of bias and define the causal model

4. Compare the pros and cons of candidate strategies

A postmarket monitoring framework
Case study: Risk 

prediction algorithm
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1. Define potential monitoring criteria

3. Describe candidate monitoring strategies

2. Enumerate sources of bias and define the causal model

4. Compare the pros and cons of candidate strategies

A postmarket monitoring framework

Potential Biases in Observational Data

• Spectrum bias

• Off-label Use

• Interfering Medical Interventions (IMI)

• Circular Definitions

• …

Xt Yt

̂ft(Xt) At

Case study: Risk 
prediction algorithm
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1. Define potential monitoring criteria

3. Describe candidate monitoring strategies

2. Enumerate sources of bias and define the causal model

4. Compare the pros and cons of candidate strategies

A postmarket monitoring framework

{1, 2, 3}  x  {Observational, Interventional}
Criterion Data Source

Case study: Risk 
prediction algorithm
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1. Define potential monitoring criteria

3. Describe candidate monitoring strategies

2. Enumerate sources of bias and define the causal model

4. Compare the pros and cons of candidate strategies

A postmarket monitoring framework
Case study: Risk 

prediction algorithm



A postmarket monitoring framework
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1. Define potential monitoring criteria

3. Describe candidate monitoring strategies

2. Enumerate sources of bias and define the causal model

4. Compare the pros and cons of candidate strategies

Select final strategy after discussion 
with team members and stakeholders



Thank you!
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